
 

 
 
Module Four, Interactive Copywriting 
Video Two, Copywriting for Emails 
 
Here’s what you’ll learn: You’ll learn email writing’s unique challenges and 
opportunities; the dos and don’ts of writing subject lines; the little-discussed 
but very important issue of from lines; what snippets are, why they’re 
important and how to write them; how to write the bodies of your emails; 
how to write landing pages; and how all of this is measured and tested.  
 
Let’s start by looking at the challenges and opportunities of writing emails. 
One of the best things about emails is that they’re one of the least expensive 
forms of communication. It’s pennies on the dollar (if not less!) to send an 
email compared to the cost of running a newspaper ad or sending a direct 
mail piece or anything along those lines. Opt-in emails, which is essentially 
what they all are now, means people requested to hear from you and they 
want to know your message. Before opt-in became the standard, people 
would find your email address and just add you to their lists or people would 
sell email lists. Either way, strangers would put you on their email lists and 
you couldn’t really control who was sending to your address. Now, the 
standard for legitimate, non-spam businesses is to only send email to people 
who have opted to receive your email by personally signing up for it. You 
went to a website, put your email into a box and clicked “subscribe”.  
 
People can also opt in for email by entering contests. Often the contest is 
cosponsored by two companies (this is referred to as co-registration within 
the industry) and, by entering the contest, they are also signing up to receive 
email from both companies. Sometimes they have to click a box or 
sometimes it’s in the fine print, but either way, this is still opting in. Also, 
incidentally, the practice of buying and selling email lists is frowned on 
today, so sharing lists in this way can be a great way for a company to grow 
a subscription base. Anyway, the fact that all company emails are now opt-in 
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emails means that the people you are sending these emails to are people who 
have actually requested to receive your messages. This is great for a 
marketer: You have an audience that is actively interested in what you have 
to offer.  
 
Another positive is that emails can be quick to create and easy to send. 
Obviously if the email is more complicated or requires all kinds of unique 
technical aspects, or even if it’s just a complicated concept for you and your 
designer to come up with, it might take a bit longer, but in general, they can 
be quick to create and easy to send. They can also be forwarded to friends 
who are not on the original subscription list. So, if someone on your list gets 
your email, loves something you have to say, then forwards it to their friend, 
you have an additional audience member that you wouldn’t have had before, 
since they aren’t on your subscription list. There are also lots of variables to 
test and track, which allows you to tweak your emails to make them more 
and more effective.  
 
Now, in terms of challenges, one of the biggest you face is that you are 
competing with a lot of other messages in their inbox. I mean, just look at 
your own inbox—chances are, you receive anywhere from 20 to even 100 
emails an hour, every hour of the day, and, aside from any spam emails, you 
have signed up to receive all of these. But no one can possibly read all of 
these emails. Also, people’s interests and needs can change on a daily basis. 
Both of these mean that even though people have signed up for all of this 
email, they’re going to be deleting a lot of them; many without even opening 
them. So you, as a marketer, are competing with all of the other emails in 
your target audience’s inboxes to, first, get them to open your email and, 
second, get them to take the action you want them to take.  
 
You also can’t control exactly how your emails are going to appear. An 
email client is the service that provides the email functionality, for example,  
Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo and even mobile devices like iOS or Android. Well, 
different email clients show emails in different ways. Some of them allow 
animated gifs (that’s where the picture moves) and some of them don’t; 
some allow video functionality though most of them don’t, and, perhaps 
most importantly, some display images automatically and some don’t. Some 
email clients require you to click a little button in order to show the email 
images. That means, of course, that if your message is in an image, the 
recipient has to first opt to see the image before they can even see your 
message!  
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Now, there are things like alt tags that will display whatever copy you 
choose to help get around this, but the end takeaway is that you just can’t be 
sure how an email will look when it shows up in a subscriber’s inbox. Also, 
emails are very easy to dispose of. It takes just one click to delete it forever. 
So it’s very important that you catch your subscriber’s attention and interest 
them quickly so that they don’t take that one super-easy little step and get rid 
of your email. Also, unlike with ads, people can unsubscribe from receiving 
your emails. People can’t opt out of seeing your ad if you put it into a 
magazine they’re flipping through, but if you write something in an email 
that they don’t like, if you send emails too frequently, or if they’re just not 
interested anymore, they can unsubscribe from receiving your emails and 
you can’t send them anything anymore after that. So there are both a lot of 
opportunities and a lot of challenges when it comes to crafting emails.  
 
Now we’re going to dig a little bit deeper into how to actually write these 
emails, starting with subject lines. The subject line, as you may already 
know, is the introductory line to the content of your email. It’s what shows 
up on the email client next to the from line. The most important thing to 
remember about the subject line is that if this line doesn’t induce them to 
open it, the rest of your email is worthless. Think about it. If your email 
comes into their inbox and the subject line doesn’t intrigue them in some 
way and/or doesn’t convey a benefit they’re interested in, they won’t open 
the email and it doesn’t matter what you have in the body of the email 
because they’ll never see it. They’re going to delete it and they’ll never get 
to see all of the hard work that went into the body of your email. I can’t 
stress this enough: Subject lines are an incredibly crucial part of email 
copywriting.  
There are two general tactics to writing a great subject line: number one is 
benefits and number two is curiosity.  Benefit subject lines are universally 
useful—it’s useful to any recipient to know the benefit of the email—and 
generally more appropriate for your medium to send to large company and 
agency clients or employers. Curiosity subject lines tend to be more 
appropriate for very, very small companies or solopreneurs. 
 
As you might expect, benefit-oriented subject lines explain to the reader 
what benefit they’ll derive by opening the email. They allow the recipient to 
immediately judge if an email is worth their time and, hopefully, because 
you’ve crafted a really strong subject line, they will decide that it is and open 
it. Again, this goes back to not making people think. Even if they don’t open 
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the email immediately, they may save it and take action on it later. There 
will always be a certain percentage of your open rate that happens a day or 
two after the email send and that’s fine. But people aren’t going to bother 
saving that email for later if you haven’t told them in the subject line why 
they should.  
 
Tell them immediately how the email will benefit them; don’t just write a 
summation of what’s in the email. A subject line like “Like us on Facebook” 
just begs the question “Why should I?” However, even a subject line as 
simple as “summer hats now on sale” gives the benefit to consumer. They’ve 
signed up for a website that sells hats (so they’re presumably interested in 
that site and in hats) and the subject line very clearly says that they have 
summer hats and these summer hats are priced less. If you get you pay less 
for summer hats and you want summer hats, this is a great benefit.  
 
Now, on the other hand, curiosity subject lines pique the curiosity of the 
recipient so they’ll want to learn more. They tease the reader, often with 
highly debatable or unexpected tones. And what I mean by that is a subject 
line like, “Why Facebook will ruin your business.” Well, that might make 
someone want to open it because most people think Facebook is great for 
your business and they want to know why someone might be asserting the 
exact opposite. Curiosity lines can be very effective; however, you must pay 
them off with the useful information. If your recipients open your email 
based on a curiosity subject line and don’t find the information they’re 
looking for or find how to get it, they’ll never open your emails again.  
 
The curiosity subject lines generally work best for small businesses, emails 
that come from one person, or emails that come from a solopreneur, the 
owner of a one-person company. These types of senders have much more of 
a close relationship with their readers and can send subject lines like these 
that have much more of a conversational feel. Be careful, though, if you’re 
writing these for a client, that you don’t overuse them. If you send curiosity 
subject lines too often, they’ll become a gimmick. Now, there’s one 
exception that I can think of when it comes to curiosity subject lines and big 
business and that’s the “surprise discount.” For example, a retailer might 
send an email with a subject line that says “Secret Savings—Find out Your 
Sale Price Now!” This is a curiosity line because it piques the interest, but 
note that it’s also a benefit line because the recipient instantly understands 
why they benefit by opening the email.  
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I have just a few more notes on subject lines for you. As you can see, they’re 
very important, so plan them very carefully. Also, create a couple of 
different versions that your company or client can test. We were talking 
about A/B tests a little earlier in the course and we’ll talk about them more 
in a few moments but they involve sending two subject lines to two different 
groups and seeing which one gets the better open rate and, thus, is more 
effective. Keep your subject lines short and to the point. You don’t want a 
lot of words in there—it should be quick, easy to read and easy to 
understand. You also want to put the most important words at the beginning 
of the line. There’s no telling where the email clients (again, that’s Gmail, 
Outlook, Yahoo, etc.) will cut the subject line off. They all allow only a 
certain number of characters to be shown in your inbox so if you put all of 
your most important information at the end of the line, your email recipient 
is probably not going to see it.  
 
Also, avoid using all caps and words or phrases like “free money” “please 
read” and “guaranteed.” These are elements that automatically trigger some 
email clients’ spam filters. If your message triggers the spam filter, it will 
not get delivered to your intended recipient and they will never see it at all. 
There are all kinds of lists online about what words will trigger spam filters. 
I’m not including a full list here because they get updated all the time; all 
you have to do is run a quick search in Google for “subject line spam 
words.” You can also do a search for “subject line spam checker” for some 
resources in which you can input your intended subject line and they can let 
you know how likely that line is to trigger a spam filter. I’m not 
recommending any particular one, so just choose wisely. 
 
 The ideal character count for a subject line, meaning the number of 
characters in a subject line that is most likely to be opened, used to be a very 
hot topic. People worked to get their subject lines to the magic number of 55 
characters or 45 characters or whatever the recommended number was on 
that particular day. Marketers have finally seen the light now, though, and 
you can go ahead and place less emphasis on ideal character count and more 
on keeping them short, making them compelling, and putting your most 
important information at the beginning of the line.  
 
Let’s move on to from lines. These are often overlooked but crucial 
nonetheless. The from line is simply the line in your email inbox that tells 
you who the email is from. Here’s the first key to remember: If people don’t 
recognize who an email is from, they will delete it. No one wants a virus and 
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no one wants to read spam. Part of the reason people have become so 
vigilant about deleting emails from people they don’t know is that spam 
email senders have started a new trend. They’ve started sending emails with 
a random name in the from line and then some message in the subject line 
like “hey haven’t seen you in a while” or “hey you have to check this out.” 
Now, one of the reasons spammers started doing this is that people saw a 
real name in the from line and a subject line like that and just assumed they 
knew the sender. But by now, enough people have learned their lesson and 
simply delete messages from people they’re not familiar with.  
 
Here’s how this could become a problem for you: If you send an email from 
just the president of the company, let’s say his name is Tim Thompson, and 
you put just “Tim Thompson” in the from line, there’s a good chance a lot of 
people will delete that because they may know your company, but they don’t 
know who Tim Thompson is. There are actually a lot of companies making 
this mistake right now. Whenever possible, send your emails from the 
company’s name. However, if it’s important to send the email from an 
individual person’s name for some reason, include the company in the from 
line. So, for example, in the from line you could say Mary Allen at Acme 
Corporation. If the person’s full name is long, though, like Susan-Marie 
Bronkoskowicz, start with the company or put the company name in the 
subject line. So you could either make your from line “Acme Corp: Susan-
Marie Bronkoskowicz” or you could put Susan-Marie Bronkoskowicz in the 
from line and begin your subject line with [Acme Corp], so that it would say 
“[Acme Corp] Huge Savings on Towel Racks Today Only.”  
 
On to snippets—another under-utilized, very important part of an email. A 
snippet is the tiny line of text in an email that shows up at the very top of the 
email when you open it. Many email clients also show it after the subject 
line if there’s room within that subject line section. One of the main reasons 
snippets are used is that they are visible whether the email client has the 
images turned off or turned on. So, even if your recipient has their images 
turned off and can’t get the full effect of your body design, they can still get 
the message in your snippet. This allows them another opportunity, with just 
a bit more information, to decide whether or not they’re interested in seeing 
more or taking the action. The snippet also gives you more copy to entice 
them to open your email and/or take action and should be a short summation 
of what readers will find in the email. It should be more detailed than the 
subject line, though you don’t have to tell the full story and all of the details 
of what’s in the email. 
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Also, if the purpose of the email is to get them to click, put the link in the 
snippet too. That way they don’t even have to open the email if they read 
just your snippet and they want to take action. They can click right there 
within the snippet. Remember, the end goal is to get them to take that action 
so, is it a pity if they don’t see the rest of your gorgeous, amazingly written 
email?  Sure it is, but you did your job of getting them to click through. 
Let’s talk about snippets with an example. If the subject line was “Get Away 
in Style! Fashion and Travel Prizes Galore” your snippet could be “Here’s 
your chance to win a 4-nt trip to Manhattan, $500 at XYZ Store and more! 
Enter now.” This builds on subject line, it gives more details of what these 
prizes are and gives them an opportunity to take that action right away if 
they’ve decided that’s something they want to do.  
 
The snippet is one more opportunity for a quick sale that absolutely no email 
should be missing. One thing to note is that a lot of companies waste the 
snippet. In place of the snippet, they write something like “Can’t see this 
email? Click here to view it in a browser” which, of course, gives you no 
reason to do so. Another common one is “Add [insert email address] to your 
address book to continue receiving these emails.” First of all, no one actually 
ever does that. Second, a benefit driven snippet would be a much better use 
of that space.  
 
Now, we’ll move on to the body copy. This is the place to put your full 
message and you’ll want to lead with the benefit, even though you have the 
benefit in your subject line and snippet. Like any other type of copywriting, 
you can’t be completely sure of which elements of your copy people will 
read and in what order they will read them. If someone sees your company 
name and just opens the email, or if someone is opening emails without 
reading subject lines, you don’t want the understanding of your body copy to 
rely on them having read the subject line. As you outline and write the 
email, begin with your benefit-driven headline and your call to action, and 
then fill in the rest of the information between the two, leading with the most 
important information, as we talked about earlier. 
 
When it comes to writing your email body, however, remember that your 
email copy should be pretty quick and straightforward. No one wants to read 
paragraph after paragraph in their inbox. That may be appropriate on a 
webpage depending on the type of page (a news site, for example) but not 
appropriate in an email. Use a subhead if your headline  needs just a bit 
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more info to sway the reader to take action and you can’t fit those details in 
the headline. Subheads just add a little more support to the headline and 
make it a little easier for someone to understand what you’re actually trying 
to say to them. Also, again, you can’t count on them to read everything, so if 
they read the headline and the subhead and they know what they have to do 
to take action, then that’s great. Just don’t leave them hanging at the end of 
the subhead; make sure the headline and the subhead tell the whole story.  
 
Above the fold. Again, this is that newspaper term referring to the 
information that was above the literal fold in a print newspaper and it’s used 
now for interactive too. For email, it means what is visible when people 
open the email in an average size window (not in that reading pane section 
that some email clients have.) What makes the “above the fold” standard 
even harder to measure for email than for webpages is that email clients may 
open up emails in a much smaller window than a regular size browser and/or 
if it is opened in a browser, the recipient may have decreased the size of 
their standard browser windows. As with webpages, the key takeaway is to 
make sure that the important elements don’t end up too far down in your 
email.   
 
Moving on from email body copy, we come to landing pages. A landing 
page is the web page your email recipient lands on after clicking through 
your emails. Now your email may have multiple landing pages if your email 
has multiple actions for the recipient to take. For example, if your main call 
to action is to “buy now,” the landing page they get to after the click would 
probably be that item’s product page. But if you have a secondary action 
within that email to sign up for a webinar, the landing page the recipient will 
get to after clicking on that area of the page will take them to a sign up 
landing page. Whatever you reference in the email should be prominent on 
the landing page. Say, for example, you send an email advertising a 
lawnmower. When they click through and get to the landing page, they 
should be able to find that lawnmower right away. They shouldn’t have to 
do any kind of hunting or searching; the information that you promise in the 
email should be right there, front and center.  
 
The landing page should also look and sound like the email (and vice versa) 
for a continuous, non-jarring experience. Obviously as a professional 
copywriter, you will make sure that the brand voice is the same, but also 
think in terms of the words you use. If you refer to the lawnmower from our 
example as a “super-deluxe lawnmower” in the email, you probably also 
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want to make sure it’s referred to as a “super-deluxe lawnmower” on the 
landing page. And as the language should be similar, so should the design, 
so you’ll work with your designer to make sure that the style is similar, the 
colors are the same and the key design elements carry through from the 
email to the landing page.  
 
Sometimes you’ll write new landing pages for an email but sometimes the 
landing page will be a page that already exists on the site. If you’re running 
a special contest and they have to click through to ender the contest, you’ll 
probably have to write a new landing page for that. But if you’re writing an 
email for an existing product, our lawnmower again, and the intent is for the 
click to go through to the lawnmower product page, that page probably 
already exists on the site. In that case, you may have to use your pre-existing 
landing page for a consistency guide as to how you design and write you 
email. Your goal is to keep the email-to-landing-page user flow  as seamless 
a flow as possible. From the email, there shouldn’t be any question about 
what your user is going to find on the landing page. It should feel like a 
completely natural, intuitive experience. The word “intuitive” is used a lot in 
interactive design and it simply means that the images, functions and copy 
are what and where a user would expect them to be. Aim to make your copy 
and your user flow from email to landing page as intuitive as possible.  
 
Testing measurements. I find this part of interactive copywriting really 
interesting. What we’ll go through here are some of the types of 
measurements, or metrics, your company can use to determine how effective 
your creative is. Good copywriting is based on executing against important 
fundamentals like featuring the benefit and having a strong call to action, but 
it’s still a matter of “going with your gut” when it comes to exactly which 
words will prompt your audience to take action. These metrics let you see 
exactly how well your copy choices worked and can help you make even 
better choices next time.  
 
Open rates are the percentage of people on your entire subscriber list that 
open your emails. (That preview pane we were talking about does count 
toward your open rate.) Since most people can’t see anything about your 
email but your from line and your subject line (and sometimes your snippet) 
before they open it and/or before it’s seen in that preview pane, your open 
rate is highly related to these. A great open rate is often indicative of a great 
subject line. Again, if the subject line doesn’t intrigue them, they’re not 
going to open your email and your open rate will plummet.  
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CTRs. CTR stands for “click-through rate” and this is the percentage of 
people that click through from your email after opening it out of the total 
number of people that received the email. Since even fewer people will click 
through your email than open it, your CTR is always lower than your open 
rate. Your click through rate is mostly affected by the content of your email, 
but can also be somewhat influenced by your subject line. That is, if your 
subject line promises something that they don’t find in your email body, 
they’re probably not going to click through. In general, though, think of your 
CTR as being a reflection of what’s in the email body. If you’ve interested 
them enough with what’s in that email body, they’ll click the email and your 
click through rate will increase.  
 
Conversion rates. This is the percentage of people that take the action you 
want them to take on your landing page. So for example, if once you get 
them to your landing page, you want them to purchase that lawnmower, the 
percentage of people that purchase the lawnmower will be your conversion 
rate. Or if your email is trying to get people to perform a hotel search on 
your travel site, it will be the percentage of people who execute a search on 
the site. This is most closely related to the content of your landing page, but 
it can also be influenced by your email content. If your email content 
promised them something they don’t find on the landing page, then they 
probably are not going to take that action and your conversion rate will 
plummet.  
 
Bounce rate. This is the percentage of people who clicked through your 
email, but immediately left the landing page. This is also referred to as 
abandonment rate and, obviously having a high bounce rate or abandonment 
rate is not a positive thing. This tends to reflect more on the webpage than 
on the mail. If someone gets to the page and doesn’t find what they expected 
to find or doesn’t understand what they see there, they will leave 
immediately and your bounce rate will increase. Bounce rate can also be 
used in a different way; it can also mean the number of emails that were 
undeliverable in a send; the number of emails that bounced back. When 
you’re talking about a webpage though, bounce rate will always refer to the 
abandonment rate.  
 
A/B Testing, also called split testing, [tests small part of list first] is an 
amazing way to quickly test which creative resonates more with audiences. 
For example, we kind of hinted at this earlier, but you can keep everything 
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about the email the same but the subject line, then you can send one subject 
line to 50 percent of the list and the other subject line to the other 50 percent 
and then evaluate your open rates, click through rates and conversion rates 
(mostly focused on the open rates). And the better open rates, click through 
rates and conversion rates, the better your subject line. You can also get a 
little more advanced. Your company could first segment out 10% of the total 
list and then do a split test within that ten percent. So, they could send one 
subject line to 5% and the other subject line to the other 5%. Once they find 
out the winning subject line, they could then send just the winning subject 
line to the remaining 90%, thereby increasing their chances of better open 
rates! Now, you’ll never be responsible for doing this yourself (besides 
writing the two subject lines), but I want you to understand how it works. It 
can be fascinating to see which subject lines get high click through rates and 
which don’t!  
 
Next steps! Start really reading the emails that you get in your inbox. What 
makes them good, what makes them bad, and what could make them more 
effective? Instead of just automatically deleting the ones that you’re not 
interested in, take a look, figure out why you aren’t interested and what they 
could have done to make you more interested. There’s a lot to be learned 
from even the bad emails. And, now that you’ve got email writing down, it’s 
time for video 3 and learning to write banner ads! 
 


